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Quantitative insights into charge-separated states
from one- and two-pulse laser experiments
relevant for artiﬁcial photosynthesis†
Svenja Neumann, Christoph Kerzig
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Charge-separated states (CSSs) are key intermediates in photosynthesis and solar energy conversion.
However, the factors governing the formation eﬃciencies of CSSs are still poorly understood, and lightinduced electron–hole recombinations as deactivation pathways competing with desired charge
accumulations are largely unexplored. This greatly limits the possibility to perform eﬃcient multielectron transfer, which is essential for artiﬁcial photosynthesis. We present a systematic investigation of
two donor–sensitizer–acceptor triads (with diﬀerent donor–acceptor distances) capable of storing as
much as 2.0 eV in their CSSs upon the absorption of a visible photon. Using quantitative one- and twopulse laser ﬂash photolysis, we provide deep insights into both the CSS formation quantum yield, which
can reach up to 80%, and the fate of the CSS upon further (secondary) excitation with green photons.
The triad with shorter intramolecular distances shows a remarkable excitation wavelength dependence
of the CSS formation quantum yield, and the CSS of this triad undergoes more eﬃcient light-induced
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charge recombination than the longer equivalent by about one order of magnitude, whilst thermal
charge recombination shows the exact opposite behavior. The unexpected results of our detailed
photophysical study can be rationalized by detrimental singlet charge transfer states or structural
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considerations, and could signiﬁcantly contribute to the future design of CSS precursors for
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accumulative multi-electron transfer and artiﬁcial photosynthesis.

1

Introduction

Encouraged by the eﬃciency of natural photosynthesis,1
numerous research groups have focused on mimicking its key
steps. In particular, a great many studies explored molecular
donor–acceptor compounds,2–27 in which the primary photoinduced charge separation was frequently enabled by a covalently
linked photosensitizer.5,6,10–16,19,24 Optimizing the primary
charge separation is without any doubt one basic requirement
for the realization of much more complex articial systems
allowing solar fuel production through multiphoton-driven
charge accumulation.28–31 However, the great majority of
previous studies on charge-separated states merely investigated
their qualitative formation aer light absorption and their
lifetimes, but systematic quantum yield investigations12,14,32 are
scarce. In direct consequence, the factors governing the chargeseparated state (CSS) formation eﬃciencies are still poorly
understood. Even less explored are the processes that occur
upon further excitation of CSSs with a second photon, such as
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detrimental light-induced charge recombination,33,34 although
their deep understanding is of pivotal importance for the eﬃcient accumulation of redox equivalents.29,30,35
The molecular design of our compounds (Scheme 1a) is such
that about 2.0 eV are stored (in CH3CN) in the nal CSS aer
absorption of a single visible photon (energies of the photons
used for excitation, 2.6 to 3.0 eV). A comparison with CSS
energies of other triads revealed that the stored energy typically
amounts to about 1.5 eV upon visible light excitation,9–12,36 and
in two recent CSS studies stored energies between 1.7 and 1.8 eV
were declared as highly energetic.4,5 Recently, we reported on
the distance dependence of thermal charge recombination in
the compounds from Scheme 1a in comparison to two series of
other molecular triads.16 The unusually high CSS energy of the
two specic triads in Scheme 1a prompted us to perform
a complete quantitative photophysical investigation including
new multi-photon excitation studies, geared at understanding
light-induced charge recombination. We optimized our laser
setup such that it permits one- and two-pulse laser experiments
with sensitive and quantitative detection of reaction intermediates, as well as homogeneous excitation in the detection
volume (a detailed description of our setup is given in the ESI†).
That setup allows us to gain insights that are far beyond those
obtained in former investigations of photoinduced electron
transfer in donor–acceptor compounds and CSS formation.
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exclusively on the inuence of driving forces on the distance
dependences of thermal charge recombination rates. Our
present study substantially extends the earlier investigation of
the triads and contains the following new photophysical
experiments and insights: (i) excitation wavelength dependent
quantum yields for charge separation were measured and
insight into the importance of intraligand charge-transfer
excitations was obtained; (ii) two-pulse experiments were performed to determine the quantum yield for light-induced
charge recombination, to explore whether the distance dependence of that poorly understood side reaction obeys conventional electron transfer theory. The extent of quantitative
information gained from these studies is unmatched by earlier
investigations of molecular donor–acceptor compounds, and
our two-color two-pulse (pump–pump–probe) experiments
might inspire new types of photophysical studies.
Scheme 1 (a) Structure of molecular triads. (b) Schematic representation of the mechanism for light-induced (hn1) formation of a CSS in
a molecular electron donor-photosensitizer-electron acceptor
triad together with thermal (s) and light-induced (hn2) charge
recombination.

The triads under study contain a triarylamine (TAA) donor
and an anthraquinone (AQ) moiety as an acceptor. Symmetrical
addition of p-xylene units to the central bipyridine moiety
enabled us to elongate the triad and to perform distancedependent studies (Scheme 1a). Aer visible-light excitation of
the iridium photosensitizer, a CSS is formed. As indicated in
Scheme 1b, charge recombination between oxidized donor and
reduced acceptor can either occur via well-known thermal
charge recombination with characteristic lifetimes (s; central
part)16 or through poorly-understood light-induced recombination pathways (hn2; le part). Since it is desirable to use highenergy CSSs for demanding (photo)chemical processes,4 we
considered the following aspects in our study: (i) the photoactive system should store as much energy as possible (Section
2.1), (ii) long lifetimes of the CSS are essential for the applicability of the photoactive system for subsequent (photo)reactions
(Section 2.2), (iii) high quantum yields for light-induced charge
separation are desirable (Section 2.3), (iv) the energy eﬃciency
of photon usage is an important factor, and it is desirable to
convert a very large fraction of the photon energy into chemical
energy (Sections 2.1 and 2.3), and (v) the absorption of a second
visible photon should ideally not induce light-driven charge
recombination, which usually represents a detrimental CSS
decay pathway (Section 2.4). In particular, that last aspect is
underexplored given its importance for accumulative multielectron transfer,37–44 and, as noted above, quantitative factors
of CSS formation are oen neglected in studies of donor–
sensitizer–acceptor compounds.29,30,35

2 Results and discussion
We recently reported the synthesis and characterization of the
triads TAA-ph1-Ir-ph1-AQ and TAA-ph2-Ir-ph2-AQ focusing

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019

2.1

CSS formation and energetic considerations

Photoexcitation of our Ir-based sensitizer into its metal-toligand charge transfer (MLCT) absorption band between 390
and 450 nm produces, aer intersystem crossing, its triplet
state.16 However, comparison of the UV-Vis spectrum of TAAph1-Ir-ph1-AQ (Fig. 1a, green trace) with TAA-ph2-Ir-ph2-AQ
(Fig. 1a, violet trace) and Ir-Ref (Fig. 1a, red trace; see ESI page
S8† for molecular structure) shows an unexpectedly high
extinction coeﬃcient in the blue for the shorter triad. That
observation suggests that this triad exhibits not only an MLCT
transition in this spectral range, but there is also an intraligand
charge transfer (CT). We postulated earlier that this intraligand
CT occurs between the TAA donor and the bipyridine ligand of
the photosensitizer and that the increase of the distance
between those two moieties in the TAA-ph2-Ir-ph2-AQ triad
decreases the contribution of the intraligand CT signicantly,16
which is now further substantiated by DFT-calculations (see
ESI, page S6†). The population of additional CT transitions is
obviously not limited to our system, as the comparison of the
UV-Vis absorption spectra within other series of triads suggests,
where exclusively the molecules with the shortest distance show
additional shoulders in the UV-Vis absorption spectra.11,45 The
same eﬀect can also be observed in dyads with a short TAAbipyridine distance,46 while AQ-bipyridine dyads show no
diﬀerences in the absorption behavior, even with short intramolecular distances.47
The amount of stored energy in the CSS (ECSS) is equivalent
to the driving force (DG0CR) of the thermal charge recombination process of the photoexcited triads under study. The driving
force can be derived from the redox potentials of AQc and
TAAc+ in the respective triad (Fig. 1b and ESI, page S5†), which
results in a DG0CR value of 1.99 eV for the shorter TAA-ph1-Irph1-AQ triad and 1.96 eV for TAA-ph2-Ir-ph2-AQ, i.e., both triads
can store ca. 2.0 eV in their CSSs (in CH3CN). The maximal
excitation wavelength for detectable CSS formation in the TAAph2-Ir-ph2-AQ triad is 450 nm, whereas the CSS of TAA-ph1-Irph1-AQ can be generated with wavelengths up to ca. 470 nm due
to the higher extinction coeﬃcients resulting from the superposition of Ir-based MLCT and intraligand CT transitions (see
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Fig. 1 (a) UV-Vis absorption spectra of TAA-ph1-Ir-ph1-AQ (green), TAA-ph2-Ir-ph2-AQ (violet), Ir-Ref (red, see Fig. S3† for molecular structure)
and the bipyridine-containing free ligand of the longer triad (black) in CH3CN at 293 K. The highlighted region indicates the wavelength range
used for photoexcitation. (b) Cyclic voltammogram for TAA-ph1-Ir-ph1-AQ in dry and deoxygenated CH3CN. TBAPF6 (0.1 M) was used as an
electrolyte and a scan rate of 0.1 V s1 was applied. (c) Averaged energy of relevant excited states and relevant intermediates for TAA-ph1-Ir-ph1AQ and TAA-ph2-Ir-ph2-AQ in CH3CN. Energies were estimated using the redox potentials from Table S1 and eqn (S1).† E00 for the Ir sensitizer is
2.61 eV (ref. 16) whereas E00 for AQc was estimated from its long wavelength absorption band.49 (d) Transient UV-Vis absorption spectrum of
TAA-ph1-Ir-ph1-AQ in deoxygenated CH3CN at 293 K. A 20 mM solution was excited at 440 nm with laser pulses of ca. 10 ns duration; detection
occurred by integration over a period of 200 ns immediately afterwards.

Fig. 1a and Section 2.3 for details). Excitation with longer
wavelengths is preferred to maximize energy eﬃciencies (h),
which we dene as the ratios of ECSS and the photon energies at
the maximum excitation wavelength usable for CSS formation
under our conditions. With the photon energies at the abovementioned limiting wavelengths, energy eﬃciencies of 71%
(longer triad) and 75% (shorter triad) thus result. These values
are close to the upper limit of already reported high-energy CSSs
where a visible photon was absorbed to form the respective
CSS.4,5,11,48 The energy eﬃciencies for the triads under study also
compare very favorably with a reported two-photon process,
which stores the same amount of energy as our triads.28 Based
on the redox potentials from the cyclic voltammograms of the
triads (Fig. 1b and ESI, page S5†), an energy level scheme for
excited states and relevant intermediates of the triads TAA-ph1Ir-ph1-AQ and TAA-ph2-Ir-ph2-AQ was calculated (Fig. 1c). The
shown energies are averaged over both triads. Excitation of TAAph1-Ir-ph1-AQ (l1 ¼ 470 nm) mainly results in an intraligand CT
from the TAA unit to the bipyridine ligand of the Ir sensitizer
since there is a signicant oscillator strength for this excitation
(see ESI, page S6†). Electron transfer from the reduced bipyridine to the AQ unit nally gives the long-lived CSS. By contrast,
the absorption of a higher energy photon (l1 ¼ 450 nm) by TAAph2-Ir-ph2-AQ mainly excites an MLCT transition. The nal CSS
can then be generated by (i) reductive quenching of the excited
Ir chromophore by the TAA moiety, followed by an electron
transfer from the reduced Ir photosensitizer to the AQ unit, or
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(ii) oxidative quenching of the excited Ir sensitizer by the AQ
unit, followed by an electron transfer from the TAA moiety to
the IrIV species. The formed nal CSS in both triads can then
undergo thermal charge recombination into the ground state.
In addition, the nal CSS can also be selectively photoexcited by
absorption of a second visible photon (l2 ¼ 532 nm) inducing
rapid reverse electron transfer as discussed in Section 2.4.
The formation of the nal CSS was detected immediately
aer photoexcitation by transient absorption spectroscopy
(Fig. 1d and S5 of the ESI†). The transient absorption spectrum
of TAA-ph1-Ir-ph1-AQ (Fig. 1d) clearly shows the spectroscopic
signatures of the anticipated CSS. The one-electron oxidized
TAA unit exhibits bands at 370 and 720 nm whereas the AQc
species is characterized by bands at 370 and 570 nm.16 For TAAph2-Ir-ph2-AQ, the same spectroscopic signatures can be
observed though the TAAc+ signal shis from 720 to ca. 700 nm
(see ESI, Fig. S5†).
2.2

Lifetimes of charge-separated states

In a recent study we compared the distance dependence of
charge recombination rates in TAA-ph1-Ir-ph1-AQ and TAA-ph2Ir-ph2-AQ to two other series of triads with Ru-based sensitizers.16 For TAA-ph1-Ir-ph1-AQ and TAA-ph2-Ir-ph2-AQ we found
that CSS lifetimes decrease with increasing donor–acceptor
distance, and this somewhat counter-intuitive behavior is
readily understood on the basis of Marcus theory as discussed
earlier.11,16,45,50–52 In the present study, lower excitation densities
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were used (see also ESI page S3†) and lifetimes of the CSSs (sCSS)
of ca. 1.2 ms for TAA-ph1-Ir-ph1-AQ and ca. 85 ns for TAA-ph2-Irph2-AQ were determined in dry and deoxygenated CH3CN at 293
K. The instantaneous CSS formation within the duration of the
exciting laser pulse (ca. 10 ns), which is further conrmed by
kinetic emission measurements (see ESI page S8†), and thermal
charge recombination in both triads are illustrated by Fig. 2.
Consideration of the relationship between a high driving
force, i.e., a high ECSS, and a long donor–acceptor distance has
an important impact on the future design of CSS precursors for
articial photosynthesis and charge accumulation. The capability of high energy storage is desirable, but too long donor–
acceptor distances in such systems can counteract a long lifetime of the CSS (see Fig. 2),11,16,45,52 which is required to exploit
the stored energy for subsequent (photo)reactions,4,53 and are
therefore counterproductive for the application in solar energy
storage and conversion.

2.3 Quantum yields and excitation wavelength dependences
of CSS formation
In sophisticated molecular systems designed for multiphotondriven charge accumulation, the quantum yield for formation
of the primary CSS should ideally be close to unity. In this
section, we will comprehensibly describe an experimental
technique suitable for CSS quantum yield determinations using
molecular triads as model compounds to study that process in
isolation, and we will provide strategies to understand unexpected results. Our methodology is based on relative actinometry54 combined with laser ash photolysis (LFP). In principle
the actinometry-LFP combo is a rather old approach,55–57 but
many 21st century photochemists do not seem to be familiar
with that powerful tool, perhaps due to the lack of tutorial
reviews as recently published for other photochemical techniques.58,59 Fig. 3 enlarges on our quantum yield determination
methodology. As reference system suitable for laser ash
photolysis actinometry,60–64 we selected tris(2,20 -bipyridine)
ruthenium(II) [Ru(bpy)3]2+ in water (the favorable properties of
that system are summarized on page S3 of the ESI†). First,
solutions of [Ru(bpy)3]2+ and the respective Ir-containing triad

Fig. 2 Formation and decay of the transient absorption signals for
TAA-ph1-Ir-ph1-AQ (green) and TAA-ph2-Ir-ph2-AQ (violet) in dry and
deoxygenated CH3CN at 293 K monitoring the TAAc+ band at 720 nm
(green) and 700 nm (violet). Excitation of both triads occurred at
433 nm with laser pulses of ca. 10 ns duration.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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Raw data used for the quantum yield determination of CSS
formation for TAA-ph1-Ir-ph1-AQ upon 410 nm laser excitation with 8
mJ laser pulses of about 10 ns duration. (a) UV-Vis absorption spectra
of TAA-ph1-Ir-ph1-AQ (green, in CH3CN) and [Ru(bpy)3]2+ (orange, in
water), which was used as reference compound for relative actinometry. (b) Transient absorption traces upon 410 nm excitation of the
deoxygenated solutions shown in (a). CSS formation was monitored at
720 nm (green), [Ru(bpy)3]2+ ground state bleach at 455 nm (orange).
For further explanation, see the main text and Section 1.3 of the ESI.†
Fig. 3

were prepared with concentrations ensuring identical absorption values at the desired excitation wavelength. An example for
TAA-ph1-Ir-ph1-AQ prior to exciting with 410 nm laser pulses is
shown in Fig. 3a. Second, employing the very same excitation
conditions for the reference system and the triad under study,
transient absorption traces at 455 nm (maximum of the
[Ru(bpy)3]2+ ground state bleach)63 and the CSS absorption
maximum (TAA-ph1-Ir-ph1-AQ, 720 nm; TAA-ph2-Ir-ph2-AQ, 700
nm) were recorded (Fig. 3b).
Third and nally, the transient absorption traces so obtained
were converted into relative intermediate concentrations using
the well-established (diﬀerence) molar absorption coeﬃcients
for the [Ru(bpy)3]2+ ground state bleach (together with the
quantum yield for the [Ru(bpy)3]2+ excitation producing its
triplet state, which is unity65) and the estimated extinction
coeﬃcients at the maximum of the respective CSS (see Section
1.3 of the ESI† for details). Surprisingly, the CSS quantum yields
for the two triads diﬀer by almost a factor of 3 under very similar
conditions (Fig. 4). Control experiments with 410 nm excitation
at signicantly reduced laser intensity (to about 50%) gave
essentially the same quantum yields for both triads compared
to the results at higher intensities (8 mJ, see Fig. 3). We regard
these observations as clear evidence for the absence of biphotonic side reactions, such as a two-photon ionization66 or lightinduced charge recombination (compare, Section 2.4), and
saturation eﬀects.67 Moreover, all quantum yield determinations presented in this work were carried out with solutions
having absorptions below 0.105 at the excitation wavelengths to
avoid lter eﬀects.68 A simplied procedure frequently used to
estimate quantum yields is the analysis of the quenching eﬃciency of the photosensitizer as CSS precursor employing
kinetic measurements.4,46 This easy-to-obtain quantity, which
does not take chemically unproductive deactivation pathways
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Wavelength-dependent quantum yields of CSS formationa
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CSS formation quantum yieldb/%

Fig. 4 CSS formation quantum yields of TAA-ph1-Ir-ph1-AQ (a) and
TAA-ph2-Ir-ph2-AQ (b) upon 410 nm laser excitation (8 mJ pulse
energy). The CSS concentrations after the laser pulses were calculated
relative to the amounts of absorbed photons as measured by means of
relative actinometry with additional experiments on [Ru(bpy)3]2+
(orange reference traces) under identical excitation conditions. Further
details are given in the main text and Section 1.3 of the ESI.†

into account, would predict quantitative CSS formation for both
TAA-ph1-Ir-ph1-AQ and TAA-ph2-Ir-ph2-AQ (see Section 4.1 of the
ESI†). Therefore, our results highlight the importance of direct
quantum yield determinations with relative actinometry.
The widel y diﬀering quantum yields obtained upon 410 nm
excitation (28.6 vs. 79.4%, Fig. 4) prompted us to explore the
inuence of the excitation wavelength on CSS formation. Prior
to carrying out additional kinetic measurements as in Fig. 4, we
recorded transient absorption spectra using at least four
diﬀerent laser wavelengths for exciting our triads. Our experiments demonstrate that the spectral shapes and relative
absorption signal intensities do not depend on the excitation
wavelength (see Fig. S5 of the ESI†). Hence, in line with Kasha's
rule,69,70 the respective CSS is the only intermediate observable
on a nanosecond timescale. Furthermore, more than 500 laser
ashes on the very same solution do neither change the CSS
absorption spectra nor their intensities, indicating that no
photochemical side reactions are taking place. All quantum
yield determinations at the excitation wavelengths covering the
experimentally accessible range (see Section 2.1) were carried
out with the same methodology as at 410 nm (Fig. 3 and 4). To
compensate small laser intensity uctuations and obtain
a suitable signal-to-noise ratio, at least 20 kinetic traces were
averaged for every quantum yield measurement summarized in
Table 1. The results presented in that table reveal a quasiwavelength independence for the CSS formation quantum
yield of TAA-ph2-Ir-ph2-AQ with a mean value as high as 82%,
whereas for TAA-ph1-Ir-ph1-AQ, the CSS formation eﬃciencies
diﬀer by a factor of 5 over the explored excitation wavelength
range, decreasing in a systematic manner at longer
wavelengths.
A plausible explanation for the markedly diﬀerent behavior
of the quantum yields in Table 1 is provided by diﬀerent main
pathways of CSS formation in the two triads. As discussed in
Section 2.1, photoexcitation of TAA-ph1-Ir-ph1-AQ mainly occurs

5628 | Chem. Sci., 2019, 10, 5624–5633

Excitation wavelength/nm

TAA-ph1-Ir-ph1-AQ

TAA-ph2-Ir-ph2-AQ

410
425
433
440
450
460
470

28.6
24.4
18.9
16.1
14.4
12.8
6.0

79.4
76.6
87.4
85.4
82.0
—c
—c

a
Measured in deoxygenated CH3CN at 293 K. The maximum relative
error is expected to be less than 10%. b Details concerning the
experimental methodology are given in the main text and in Section
1.2 of the ESI. c Cannot be determined owing to negligible absorption
of the triad at the excitation wavelength.

into an intraligand CT transition, whereas in the case of
TAA-ph2-Ir-ph2-AQ, excitation into MLCT bands of the photosensitizer dominates when violet or blue photons are employed.
Starting from these charge-transfer states, which are formed in
their singlet states due to spin conservation,71 subsequent
intersystem crossing (ISC) to the triplet manifold can occur. Irbased excited 1MLCT states usually undergo very fast (<1 ps) and
quantitative ISC,72,73 but intraligand CT states or CT states in
purely organic systems are known for their ultrafast and
unproductive (singlet) recombination in polar solvents (the
recombination of 1TAAc+-bpyc/IrIII-AQ in this case; see Fig. 1c
for details).74–76 As a direct consequence, the quantum yields for
the production of long-lived (triplet) CSSs via 3MLCT states can
approach values close to unity, while in the intermediate
intraligand singlet CT states, ultrafast recombination competes
with ISC and productive charge separation. In line with that
reasoning, the CSS quantum yields of TAA-ph1-Ir-ph1-AQ
increase with decreasing excitation wavelengths, i.e., when the
admixture of direct MLCT excitation increases relative to
intraligand CT excitation (see UV-Vis spectra in Fig. 1a).
2.4

Light-induced charge recombination

With the ultimate aim of achieving photoinduced charge
accumulation in molecular systems without sacricial additives, many sophisticated compounds have been prepared, but
in the last decade only a handful of investigations succeeded in
overcoming the associated diﬃculties.31,77–80 Starting from the
rst CSS, a key problem is the light-induced charge recombination upon excitation of intermediate electrons/holes with
a second photon (see Scheme 1b), which is competitive with the
desired accumulation of redox equivalents.29,30 Given that CSSs
typically exhibit intense absorptions over a broad wavelength
range, selective photosensitizer excitation is even more diﬃcult
under conditions of solar (broadband) irradiation than it is
under well-dened lab (monochromatic) conditions. However,
this is currently a heavily underexplored area given its importance for accumulative multi-electron transfer.29,33,35,78,81 The
molecular triads investigated in this study do not permit charge
accumulation, but they are well-suited for studying light-
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induced charge recombination processes and for quantum yield
determinations of this undesired side reaction, which lay the
grounds for structural optimizations to avoid that detrimental
process.
Two-pulse two-color laser ash photolysis is the ideal
experimental technique to investigate consecutive photoreactions, both for purely intramolecular reactions34,60,82–84
and reaction sequences with intervening bimolecular
processes.81,85–87 This holds also true for the mechanism shown
in Scheme 1b: the rst (violet or blue) pulse serves to produce
the desired CSS, and the ensuing second (green) pulse88 investigates the fate of this intermediate upon absorption of another
photon. In line with the absorption spectra displayed in Fig. 1a,
the latter pulse (532 nm) alone has no eﬀect on the ground
states of the triads, which was veried by control experiments.
Hence, that pulse selectively excites the CSSs in our systems
with AQc being the main absorbing species at 532 nm (see
Fig. 1d and page S4 of the ESI†). The two-pulse experiments on
TAA-ph1-Ir-ph1-AQ are summarized in Fig. 5. Initial experiments
with an interpulse delay of 240 ns (the pulse sequence is shown
at the top of Fig. 5b) and monitoring at the maximum of the
CSS, 720 nm, revealed a green-light induced CSS bleach of about
24%, as is evidenced in the main plot of Fig. 5a. The rather long
interpulse delay allows sensitive monitoring of the CSS
absorption spectrum between the two pulses (200 ns integration
time, green spectrum in Fig. 5b), and its comparison with the
spectrum observed aer the green pulse (gray spectrum in
Fig. 5b). Comparing the spectra presented in Fig. 5b, we found
that all (positive) absorption peaks in the gray spectrum are less
intense by about 39%, and even the ground state bleach at
320 nm recovers accordingly; in other words, the normalized
spectra are completely identical (normalization not shown). A
correction of the 39% signal decrease observed in Fig. 5b for
the thermal CSS recombination, which also takes place during
spectral detection, gave essentially the same result for the lightinduced recombination (23%) as extracted from kinetic traces
(24%, see above). Moreover, the kinetics of thermal charge
recombination are unaﬀected by the second pulse (Fig. S6 of the

Chemical Science

ESI†). Hence, all these two-pulse experiments on TAA-ph1-Irph1-AQ unambiguously establish that charge recombination is
the only green-light-induced process observable on the nanosecond timescale.
Given the sensitive and isolated detection of light-induced
charge recombination, its quantum yield determination
became a realistic target. Starting from the experimental
conditions presented in Fig. 5a, we analyzed the CSS bleach at
six diﬀerent intensities of the second laser while keeping all
other parameters unchanged. The intensity dependent relative
recombination yields were extracted by independent tting of
pre- and post-pulse signals and extrapolation to the time of the
second laser pulse, i.e., t ¼ 240 ns (inset of Fig. 5a, gray data
points). For a reliable quantum yield determination, we applied
the same method as in a recent investigation on a second-pulse
induced photoreaction.60 Briey, we again employed
[Ru(bpy)3]2+ in water as reference system (compare, Section 2.3)
and quantied the relative green-light induced ground state
bleach upon excitation with laser pulses spanning a similar
intensity range (inset of Fig. 5a, orange data points). To minimize experimental uncertainties associated with single-point
actinometry,61 we tted both intensity dependencies with
a saturation function that is valid for monophotonic photoreactions.60,89 By analyzing the t parameters with the extinction
coeﬃcients (at 532 nm) of the respective absorbing species (CSS
of TAA-ph1-Ir-ph1-AQ, 15 500 M1 cm1, see page S4 of the ESI†
for details; [Ru(bpy)3]2+, 720 M1 cm1),62 a quantum yield for
the light-induced charge recombination (f2) of 1.5% was nally
obtained.
Similar two-pulse experiments were carried out with TAAph2-Ir-ph2-AQ (Section 4.2 of the ESI†). Owing to the shorter CSS
lifetime of that triad (Section 2.2), single-wavelength transient
absorption kinetic traces are much more sensitive than spectral
measurements with (short) detection time windows. However,
during kinetic traces recorded at both the AQc and the TAAc+
absorption maximum with a 45 ns interpulse delay, we did not
observe any noticeable second-pulse induced absorption
change, although at 532 nm the CSS of TAA-ph2-Ir-ph2-AQ

Fig. 5 Observing and quantifying the light-induced charge recombination in TAA-ph1-Ir-ph1-AQ (20 mM in deoxygenated CH3CN) using twopulse experiments with the general pulse sequence displayed at the top of panel (b). (a) Main plot: kinetic traces for the CSS of the triad at 720 nm
with the second laser pulse blocked (green) or unblocked (gray). Inset: relative CSS bleaching at diﬀerent intensities of the second laser (gray),
together with the intensity dependence of the green-light induced [Ru(bpy)3]2+ bleach (orange) used as reference for the charge recombination
quantum yield (f2) determination. The ﬁt parameters a for the saturation curves (1  exp[I532/a]) are 150 mJ (orange) and 463 mJ (gray). (b) Main
plot: transient absorption spectrum of TAA-ph1-Ir-ph1-AQ before (green) and after (gray) the second laser pulse in a representative two-pulse
experiment. The inset shows a kinetic transient absorption measurement under identical conditions (the detection windows used for recording
the transient absorption spectra of the main plot have been highlighted). For details, see text.
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absorbs slightly more strongly than that of TAA-ph1-Ir-ph1-AQ
(see ESI page S4†). Taking into account the reduced detection
sensitivity for these measurements on the short-lived CSS in
this triad, we estimate an upper limit of 0.2% for the greenlight induced charge recombination of this compound.
Given that the green pulse is mainly absorbed by the
anthraquinone radical anion part of the CSS (page S4 of the
ESI†), we assume that the following mechanism explains the
widely diﬀering quantum yields for light-induced charge
recombination in our triads (1.5 vs. 0.2%). Excitation of AQc at
532 nm (2.33 eV) produces – aer ultrafast internal conversion –
the lowest excited doublet state *AQc, whose energy lies
1.15 eV above the electronic ground state of AQc (estimated
from its long wavelength absorption band).49 Isolated *AQc is
known to rapidly deactivate back to AQc: averaging over the
available literature values gave a lifetime as short as 40
ps,49,90,91 and we expect a similar natural lifetime of *AQc in our
triads. Based on structural and energetic considerations, we
regard the electron transfer to the bipyridine (bpy) moiety as the
most-likely reaction pathway competing with photophysical
deactivation. Once the bipyridine radical anion is formed,
recombination with the adjacent TAAc+ could account for the
observed ground-state regeneration through light-induced
charge recombination (see also Fig. 1c).
With a driving force of about 0.85 eV for the reaction between
*AQc and bpy (see energies of the pertinent states in Fig. 1c),
a conventional distance dependence of the electron transfer
rates is expected, i.e., a rate constant decrease with increasing
distances.9,92,93 With the above-mentioned quantum yields of
light-induced charge recombination and a rate of 1/40 ps for
photophysical deactivation, reasonable rate constants for the
intermolecular electron transfer between *AQc and bpy on the
order of 4  108 s1 (TAA-ph1-Ir-ph1-AQ) and <5  107 s1 (TAAph2-Ir-ph2-AQ) can be estimated, if we simply assume that this
intramolecular reaction is rate-limiting. The reasoning of the
preceding paragraph could thus explain that green-lightinduced charge recombination of TAA-ph1-Ir-ph1-AQ is more
eﬃcient than that of TAA-ph2-Ir-ph2-AQ by about one order of
magnitude. Moreover, it is worth emphasizing that a quantum
yield of 1.5% for an undesired pathway starting from a CSS is
not negligible, since it could clearly outperform the quantum
yield of desired charge accumulation (e.g., 0.5% in ref. 77).
Although our triads are well-suited test systems to understand
(biphotonic) light-induced recombination processes, we
consider the probability of a (second) photon absorption by the
CSSs of our triads with (sub)microsecond lifetimes as very
unlikely under sunlight conditions. This is borne out by
previous publications on intensity-dependent photoreactions
with intermediates possessing nanosecond94 to microsecond60
lifetimes, whose eﬃcient biphotonic ionization was only
feasible with pulsed lasers or collimated laser diodes providing
light power densities >1 kW cm2.
The experiments of this section illustrate the wealth of
information that is accessible by quantitative two-pulse experiments on molecular triads, and that electron transfer rate
distance dependencies could also help understand lightinduced recombination processes.
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Table 2

Comparative results obtained for the CSSs of the triads under

study
Triad

ECSSa/eV

sCSSb/ns

f1c/%

f2d/%

he/%

TAA-ph1-Ir-ph1-AQ
TAA-ph2-Ir-ph2-AQ

1.99
1.96

1210  20
85  5

6.0–28.9f
82.2  4.4

1.5
<0.2

75
71

a
Energy of the respective CSS. b CSS lifetime in deoxygenated CH3CN at
293 K. c Quantum yield of CSS formation. d Quantum yield of lightinduced charge recombination upon CSS excitation at 532 nm.
e
Upper limit for the eﬃciency of photon-to-chemical energy
conversion. f Wavelength-dependent, see Table 1 for details.

3 Conclusions
The results of our extensive photophysical investigations on two
structurally closely related molecular triads clearly demonstrate
the diﬃculty of optimizing all desirable properties for solar
energy storage in a single molecular system at once (all pertinent results are summarized in Table 2). Aer excitation of an
Ir-based sensitizer with a single visible photon, both triads are
able to form an unusually highly energetic CSS (2.0 eV)
comprising a triarylamine radical cation and an anthraquinone
radical anion. Under optimized excitation conditions, up to
75% of the initial photon energy can be stored in the nal CSS.
The triad with the short bridge stores the energy 14 times longer
than the counterpart with longer intramolecular distances.16
However, quantitative two-pulse laser experiments revealed that
the CSS of the shorter triad (TAA-ph1-Ir-ph1-AQ) undergoes
light-induced charge recombination about ten times more
eﬃciently than that of the longer triad (TAA-ph2-Ir-ph2-AQ).
Thus, the intriguing key nding is that thermal charge recombination is substantially slower in the shorter triad, but at the
same time light-induced charge recombination is signicantly
more eﬃcient in that compound. These observations can be
understood in the framework of Marcus theory as pointed out in
Sections 2.2 and 2.4. The CSS formation quantum yield of the
shorter triad crucially depends on the laser excitation wavelength (anti-Vavilov behavior)70 and ranges from 6.0 to 28.9%,
whereas CSS formation for the longer triad is largely
wavelength-independent with a quantum yield as high as 82%
under comparable conditions. To our knowledge, these observations have no precedent in the literature on charge-separation
in donor-sensitizer-acceptor compounds. The wavelengthdependence and the low quantum yields for CSS formation in
the short triad are most likely due to direct excitation into an
additional intraligand CT state of singlet parentage (substantiated by DFT calculations), which undergoes ultrafast charge
recombination competing with CSS formation. By contrast, the
longer triad is predominantly excited into a 1MLCT excited
state, and following rapid intersystem crossing to the 3MLCT
state of the Ir sensitizer, productive charge separation
outcompetes undesired charge recombination events. This
shows that triplet excited states can lead to substantially higher
quantum yield for charge separation than singlet excited states.
As has emerged from this work, wavelength-dependent oneand two-pulse laser ash photolysis with quantitative detection
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of reaction intermediates is a powerful tool to investigate
unexpected or even unexplored eﬀects that are highly relevant
for articial photosynthesis. In particular, quantitative pumpprobe and pump–pump–probe spectroscopy combined with
electron transfer theory and simple DFT calculations provides
a clear picture of important CSS properties. We anticipate that
our approach might facilitate both the further optimization of
CSS precursors and multi-electron storage in molecular
systems.
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